THE GATES OF HELL OPENED?
From an article translated from AMMENUSASTIA
a newspaper published in Finland:

WARNING:
I personally believe in the existence of hell, however there are two sides to the following
story... those who believe it is accurate and those who believe that it was fabricated. Even if
the following story is false, it has no bearing whatsoever on weather hell really exists or not.
So take it for what it is worth. I personally question the story, since I beleive that if hell exists,
that it is much, much deeper than the depth given in the article. Either way, you can read
more about the controversy here:
http://www.tentmaker.org/what/HellArticles/drilled_into_hell.htm - and also the story itself below - if ONLY for entertainment purposes... However please DO NOT discount hell
altogether (whether the story has any basis in fact or not) since I believe that the Bible is 100
percent accurate about the existence of HELL. Then again, there are many NEAR DEATH
experiences which describe HELL in vivid detail !!! ...

Scientists are afraid that they have opened the gates of hell. A geological group who drilled a
hole about 14.4 kilometers deep (about 9 miles) in the crust of the earth, are saying that they
heard human screams. Screams have been heard from the condemned should from earth's

deepest hole. Terrified scientists are afraid they have let loose the evil powers of hell up to the
earth's surface.
"The information we are gathering is so surprising, that we are sincerely afraid of what we
might find down there," stated Mr. Azzacov, the manager of the project to drill a 14.4
kilometer hole in remote Siberia.
The geologists were dumbfounded. After they drilled several kilometers through the earth's
crust, the drill bit suddenly began to rotate wildly. "There is only one explanation - that the
deep center of the earth is hollow," the surprised Azzacov explained.
The second surprise was the high temperature they discovered in the earth's center. "The
calculations indicate the given temperature was about 1,100 degrees Celsius, or over 2,000
degrees Fahrenheit," Dr. Azzacov points out. "This is far more than we expected. It seems
almost like an inferno of fire is brutally going on in the center of the earth."
"The last discovery was nevertheless the most shocking to our ears, so much so that the
scientists are afraid to continue the project. We tried to listen to the earth's movements at
certain intervals with super-sensitive microphones, which were let down through the hole.
What we heard, turned those logically thinking scientists into trembling ruins.
"It was sometimes a weak but high pitched sound which we thought to be coming from our
own equipment," explained Dr. Azzacov. "But after some adjustments we comprehended that
indeed the sound came from the earth's interior. We could hardly believe our own ears.
We heard a human voice, screaming in pain. Even though one voice was discernible, we could
hear thousands, perhaps millions, in the background, of suffering souls screaming. After this
ghastly discovery, about half of the scientists quit because of fear. Hopefully, that which is
down there will stay there," Dr. Azzacov added.

One last note, one source claiming to quote the entire article stated that certain paranormal
manifestations occurred after the shaft broke through into the pit nine miles below, namely a
vaporous image of a creature with horns temporarily manifested and then later dissipated.
Whether this claim was actually made by the geologists or not is still uncertain.
https://www.angelfire.com/ut/branton/russhaft.html
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And the devil that deceived them was cast into the lake of fire and brimstone,
where the beast and the false prophet are, and shall be tormented day and night
for ever and ever.
Rev 20: 10

SOUNDS FROM HELL - REAL OR
HOAX?

Ammenusastia Finland Newspaper
Saturday, 13 March 2010

Heard of the Finnish
newspaper called:
'Ammenusastia' which
supposedly carried the
story of team of scientists
which apparently drilled
so deep, they discovered
hell and made a
disturbing recording of
the damned burning in
hell? (listen here) As a
Christian myself, and after much research into this account, I decided to set the record straight with
this blog and to separate FACT from FICTION. The following are some extracts (references given)
from information around the web which investigates this 'urban legend...'
'The "Well to Hell" is a borehole in the Soviet Union which was purportedly drilled so deep that it
broke through to hell. This urban legend has been circulating on the Internet since at least 1997. It is
first attested in English as a 1989 broadcast by Trinity Broadcasting Network. The legend holds that
some residents of Siberia(Russia) had drilled a hole that was nine miles (14.5 km) deep before
breaking through to a cavity. Intrigued by this unexpected discovery, they lowered an extremely
heat tolerant microphone, along with other sensory equipment, into the well. The temperature deep
within was 2,000 °F (1,100 °C) — heat from a chamber of fire from which screams of the damned
could be heard. Temperatures reached 180 °C (360 °F), making deeper drilling prohibitively
expensive. United States tabloids soon ran the story, and sound files — recordings of those alleged
supplications from the damned — began appearing on various sites across the Internet. The story
eventually made its way to TBN, which broadcast it on the network, claiming it to be "proof" of the
literal existence of Hell as taught in some denominations of Christianity' (Wikipedia).

TRUE?
The fact of the matter there lies no 100% physical proof this recording orignated from Siberia, and
this remains an urban legend. HOWEVER, some important facts about hell DO EXIST, such as the
following:
Several years ago a book was published, entitled Beyond Death's Door by Dr. Maurice Rawlings.
Dr. Rawlings, a specialist in Internal Medicine and Cardiovascular Disease, resuscitated many
people who had been clinically dead. Dr. Rawlings, a devout atheist, "considered all religion
"hocus-pocus" and death nothing more than a painless extinction". But something happened in
1977 that brought a dramatic change in the life of Dr. Rawlings! He was resuscitating a man,
terrified and screaming — descending down into the flames of hell:

"Each time he regained heartbeat and respiration, the patient
screamed, "I am in hell!" He was terrified and pleaded with me to
help him. I was scared to death. . . Then I noticed a genuinely
alarmed look on his face. He had a terrified look worse than the
expression seen in death! This patient had a grotesque grimace
expressing sheer horror! His pupils were dilated, and he was
perspiring and trembling — he looked as if his hair was "on end."
Then still another strange thing happened. He said,"Don't you
understand? I am in hell. . . Don't let me go back to hell!"
. . .the man was serious, and it finally occurred to me that he was
indeed in trouble. He was in a panic like I had never seen before."
(Maurice Rawlings, Beyond Death's Door,(Thomas Nelson Inc., 1979)
p. 3).
On page 85 of Beyond Death’s Door, Dr. Rawlings
writes patients who described hell said, ". . . this
place seems to be UNDERGROUND or WITHIN
THE EARTH in some way."
Scientist and Bible teacher, Henry Morris also
agrees the Bible plainly teaches that hell is in this
earth:
"So far as we can tell from Scripture, the
present hell, is somewhere in the heart
of the earth itself. It is also called 'the
pit' (Isa. 14:9, 15: Ezek. 32:18-21) and 'the abyss' (Rev. 9:2). . .
The writers certainly themselves believed hell to be real and
geographically 'beneath' the earth's surface. . .
To say this is not scientific is to assume science knows much more about the
earth's interior than is actually the case. The great 'pit' [hell] would only
need to be about 100 miles or less in diameter to contain, with much
room to spare, all the forty billion or so people who have ever lived,
assuming their 'spiritual' bodies are the same size as their physical
bodies."
(Henry M. Morris, The Bible Has the Answer, p. 220)
The Bible is clear — Hell is inside the earth!

Ephesians 4:9, says of Jesus: "Now that he ascended, what is it but that he
also descended first into the LOWER PARTS OF THE EARTH."
The Birmingham News, April 10, 1987 had an article entitled "Earth's Center
Hotter Than Sun's Surface, Scientists Say". The article stated that scientists
have recently discovered, "THE EARTH'S INNER CORE HAS A
TEMPERATURE OF OVER 12,000 DEGREES FAHRENHEIT!"
National Geographic magazine truthfully titled their story on Volcanoes
"Going To Hell". When PBS did a series on The Savage Earth, one episode
was titled "Hell's Crust: Our Everchanging Planet". Everything we know.
Everything we observe. Echoes the truth of a place called hell.
The book, Volcanoes, Earth's Awakening (p.91) describes an erupting
volcano as "descent into HELL".
It is there. And we know it.
Revelation 14:10 says, " . . . and he shall be tormented with fire and
BRIMSTONE . . ." And Job 18 describes the " . . . PLACE of him that
knoweth not God" (vs 21), in verse 15 as, " . . . BRIMSTONE shall be
scattered upon his habitation." Do you know what brimstone is? It's sulfur.
And do you know where sulfur or brimstone is found? INSIDE THIS
EARTH! According to the book Volcanoes by Pierre Kohler (p. 43), when
Mt. St Helens erupted in 1980 — 150,000 tons of sulfurous gas was ejected!
Job is the oldest book in the Bible, written over 3,000 years ago, and yet Job
knew what science wouldn't know for years — inside this earth is
BRIMSTONE!
Nature magazine recently discovered (July 2002) what the Bible knew over
3,000 years ago. Inside this earth is "fire and brimstone":
"Volcanoes may be more like hell than anyone realized.
Eruptions disgorge streams of molten sulphur, the brimstone of
evangelical preachers, which burns up before it can be
preserved for posterity, new research in the journal Geology
shows".
(Nature, Science Update, July 22, 2002)
In Numbers 16, the Bible gives the account of people falling
into hell alive!
"And THE EARTH OPENED HER MOUTH, and
swallowed them up, and their houses, and all the
men that appertained unto Korah, and all their
goods. They, and all that appertained to them, went
down alive INTO THE PIT, and the EARTH
CLOSED UPON THEM:" Numbers 16:32-33
Caspar Peucer, a famous fourteenth century astronomer and

physician, who also researched and documented the volcanoe
eruptions at Heklafell wrote some very frightening information
in his research findings. Peucer, claims (as others) that "fearful
howlings, weeping and gnashing of teeth" could be heard "for
many miles. . ." as these volcanoes erupted:
"Out of the bottomless abyss of Heklafell, or
rather out of Hell itself, rise melancholy cries and
loud wailings, so that these can be heard for
many miles around. . . there may be heard in the
mountain fearful howlings, weeping and gnashing
of teeth."
"The fearsome noises that issued from some of their
volcanoes were certainly thought to be the
screams of tormented souls in the fires of hell
below"(Haraldur Sigurdsson, Melting the Earth, The
History of Ideas on Volcanic Eruptions, p. 73)
The Bible continually warns of a place called hell.
There are over 162 references in the New Testament
alone which warns of hell. And over 70 of these
references were uttered by the Lord Jesus Christ!
WHETHER OR NOT THIS RECORDING IS
TRUE or NOT IS BESIDES THE POINT,
SCIENCE POINTS TO ITS EXISTANCE AND
THE BIBLE CLEARLY WARNS US. IT'S TIME
TO MAKE YOUR CHOICE. JESUS SAID
CHOOSE LIFE or CHOOSE DEATH, YOUR
DESTINY IS IN YOUR HANDS! ONCE YOU'VE
PASSED ON & MADE YOUR DECISION, IT IS
SEALED FOR ETERNITY!
http://ammenusastia.blogspot.com/

